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one of the problems of this is that if we use several fonts, it may not be easy to know what font a user is viewing. for example, the same text may be displayed in one font, and another font in a different size. in the case of a website, the text may
not be displayed properly. if we use a single font for all of the text, there is no issue. the only thing that bothers me about the font-face rule is that it is placed outside of a certain style sheet. the reason for this is that the font family is described
in the style sheet, and this rule has nothing to do with fonts. for example, when you use font-family to describe the font, the browser will check whether the font is installed in the system. if it is not, the browser will ask the user to download it.

there is no such thing as a font-family rule, but the font-family rule that i am speaking about is a font rule. the font rule also has nothing to do with the font-family rule. in the early days of css, the browser would download a font file to the
computer even if the browser did not need to display that font, and the browser would use the file. because of this, browsers downloaded a large font file to the computer even though the font was not being used. as mentioned above, the

purpose of web fonts is to solve the problem of downloading an unnecessary font. the @font-face rule is a standardized way to embed a font. creating font fallback is easy with css, because it is a matter of only putting in the appropriate @font-
family property. the only thing you need to do is add in the required font-weight, font-style, font-size, and font-family. if the browser cannot find the font, it will look for a font with the same characteristics.
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8. special restrictions 8.1. user license agreement you may download and use the products pursuant to a software license agreement between you and feliciano type foundry. in such agreement, feliciano type foundry grants you a limited non-exclusive license to use such products for your own
internal business and creative purposes. notwithstanding the foregoing, you may not otherwise copy or modify the products and feliciano type foundrys intellectual property, including the specifications, and may not distribute copies thereof to others unless specifically authorized to do so by

feliciano type foundry in writing. 9. termination 9.1. termination by you in the event that you are permitted by the terms and conditions of the software license agreement, you may terminate the software license agreement at any time. upon any such termination by you, you must immediately
stop using the products, and feliciano type foundrys intellectual property and will destroy all copies of the products and all of your materials in your possession, custody or control. 10. general restrictions 10.1. support and warranty your use of the products is strictly limited to the stated
purposes of this agreement and is subject to the terms of this agreement, which are the only conditions on which feliciano type foundry grants you access to the products. feliciano type foundry provides technical support only in its capacity as a distributor of the products. this stylish and

charming typeface is released by joel fagag, called scallop by fonthound. the comprehensive style goes side by side with the ultimate legibility, so that your typographic documents always look fresh and stylish. bring the best to your projects. 5ec8ef588b
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